SENATOR MR BARACK OBAMA
Democratic National Committee
430 S. Capitol St. SE
Washington, DC 20003
U.S.A.
To the Winner in the selective company on a post of the President of
the USA to Mr Obama
Dear Sir Barack Obama!
All of us members of Civil international Committee of the Intellectual and Spiritual Unity are sincerely
glad to congratulate You on election on the most responsible in ours of a modern Civilization the POST the President of the United States of America! Nations of the Wide World assign to you very much
greater hopes. They see in You a symbol of real democracy which has managed to be kept in the USA
and which gives in Your person hope to all workers to Mankind. We do not wish to oppose with heads
and workers, people intellectual and physical work, by the way, the last remains in 1928 (an estimation of
the doctor from Germany Fr. Kan) and it is not enough very little today (see Doc-405 www.cic-wsc.org).
It is practically difficult to find In the modern World of workers of simply physical work among citizens
of the states of the European Union. Should think all! And works - practically all layers of the population
too should, that in industrially developed countries show both workers, and millionaires, and the
professor, and Presidents. Theories of a conflict ness leave arsenals is perspective thinking political
scientists and scientists. The world waits for integration approaches and deeply scientific Christians the
proved world outlook concepts. No, not simply theological concepts, and scientific, but Christian values
leaning the deepest understanding, on works of such thinkers as Hegel, Em. Kant, Peter Chaadaev,
Ludwig Erkhard, Valery Vasiljev, Vladimir Vernadsky, Adam Smith, Alfred Marshall. But unless all you
will list! Scientists and thinkers who sincerely trusted by virtue of human reason and from high moral,
Christian positions concerned to the service it is much more, than those which were
proved with terror and stagnation. But, with the last all of us but, with the last all of us should combat in
XXI Century. We shall combat this on pages of our electronic magazine, at conferences and seminars,
and You should eradicate terrorist arrogance and aggressive nonsense of permissiveness from goals of
irresponsible politicians.
At You exclusively a challenge and we shall sincerely help All of You to carry out forces it! But all of us
we hope for a victory of reason and the responsibility, we shall pray therefore for that the Lord (GOD)
granted to You and Your relatives of health and force for Your big and responsible work.
With sincere respect and hope,
Chairman of Civil international Committee,
doctor Ernesto Garcia (*)
Vice-chairman of Civil international Committee,
doctor Alexander Vasiljev-Muller
and
Memberships of Civil International Committee
(*) CIVIL INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE (CIC) President: Dr Ernesto L. Garcia. Pº Isabel la Católica 1-3, 50007 Zaragoza (Spain)

